The existence of nonradiating sources is crucial for 3 X 3 tensors. The product on the left-hand side of the uniqueness of related inverse source problems.
eq. (1) is understood as the direct or dyadic product, Sources can be determined from the emitted radiation whereas the dot between g and h is meant to indicate only up to their nonradiating part [1] . While suffithe tensorial product (contraction). We show that a cient and necessary conditions for nonradiating deternonradiating linear combination of source correlations ministic sources are well known (see ref.
[1] for a reof type (1) can be constructed. view), the corresponding problem for stochastic sources
We recall a necessary and sufficient condition for ing source distributions and current correlations. In the present paper, however, we consider a special class
of current correlations of practical interest, namely the quasihomogeneous current correlations. Such corfor all directions of the unit vectors s~, s~. The interelations are currently considered in the radiometry grations have to be performed over the whole threeof partially coherent sources and fluctuating scatterers dimensional r1 and r2 spaces. By 1 we denote the unit [3] . The question arrises how nonradiating sources on 3 X 3 tensor. We introduce the variables the one hand and quasihomogeneous sources on the --
SS1+S2,
a-51-s2, other hand are related to each other. In this note we 3 construct a nonradiating linear combination of iso-
tropic quasihomogeneous current correlations. r r1 r2 P r1 r2 Isotropic quasihomogeneous sources are characWe use Bauer's expansion terized by a current correlation tensor 
and partial integration using eqs. (7) to (14), the curfor all IsI and el, where r~ri and p IpI. The radius rent correlation (15) is shown to obey condition (5). a characterizes the support of the source correlation In particular, the term i can be chosen to be of the with respect to r. We point out that the quantities Isi form and al occurring in condition (5) are not independent, but are related to each other by
al2 + 1s12 = I -(6) Apparently with eq. (17), the current correlation (15) We now construct a linear combination of isotropic is the sum of three isotropic quasihomogeneous correquasihomogeneous current correlations that fulfils lations, and this linear combination does not radiate, condition (5). To this end we consider a twice contias it obeys condition (5). nuously differentiable tensor i(r, p) with the following One could finally thrive for a single isotropic quasiproperties:
homogeneous current correlation that does not radiate. From inspection of condition (5) and relation (6) we i(r,p)0 ifp~aand0~r<°°, (7) conjecture that such correlations do not exist.
i(r, p) = 0 if 0~p~a and r -~00, 
and Gyr. i(r, p) = 0 if 0~p~a and r = 0, 
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(3/3r) i(r, p) = 0 if 0~p~a and r -~00,
